This study investigates the linguistic behaviour of the character Abu Jawdat, the chief police officer, with minor characters such as Abu Satoor and Subhi, and the major character of Muataz, in the fifth season of the Syrian TV series, Bab Al-Hara. In particular, it studies the linguistic behaviour of the above mentioned characters in light of (im)politeness theories, specifically Brown and Levinson's (1987) 's (1996) framework of impoliteness as well as Grice's (1975) cooperative principles and its maxims. The data of the study was transcribed in situations of police interrogations conducted by Abu Jawdat with Abu Satoor, Subhi and Muataz. The analysis of the selected chunks of conversation revealed that the change in the interactive linguistic behaviour of the characters can be explained by means of (im)politeness theories. Normally characters that possess power will get hold of the conversational floor and will have more chances to attack face.
Introduction
A great deal of work has been done in linguistics to show how speakers can be polite to one another in what they do and say. Politeness studies have also looked at how speakers mitigate impolite behaviour linguistically in order to maintain social cohesion. A good example of such mitigation might happen if a speaker says "I am sorry" to another person when they accidently bump into them in a bus station. A number of studies have also dealt with linguistic politeness in literary discourse (Leech, 1992; Short, Simpson, 1989; Benison, 1998; Abdesslem, 2001; Sharyan, 2000) . Politeness is seen as useful in the study of drama, because, generally speaking, through politeness we express our strategic manipulation of language and how we achieve our goals in conversation, saying what is socially appropriate. Thus, it is assumed that the (im)politeness framework which brings the concept of face, that is defined as 'an emotionally sensitized concept about the self' (Culpeper, 1998) , and the social variables of power, sex, social distance and relate them to motivated linguistic strategies in dramatic discourse will be helpful in understanding first, how characters might place themselves in relation to other characters. Second, how they manipulate others in pursuit of their goals, and third how the plot develops. This framework will give the chance to systematically describe how a character might gain favour of themselves with another in the text, or how a character may cause offense to another. and think whatever you want without me interfering with your verbal and non-verbal actions. However, in everyday life situations, our actions generally cause the other person's face to be threatened. If someone requests to borrow your car, you would consider this as an imposition on your social wants, and consequently this would be considered a Face Threatening Act (FTA). Normally FTAs are assessed based on a number of factors such as; the relationship between participants, and the size of the imposition involved in the performed act. For example, if I have been working for a long time in the lab on my research project, and I am starving for a snack, it would be easier to ask a long-standing colleague than a new one. This is because of the close social distance between me and my colleague. If my boss happened to be in the room, it would be more difficult to ask him than my new colleague because the power that my boss has over me is different from the power both my colleagues hold, which is equal to me. If I visit my colleague after work at their home, it would be less face threatening to ask for a cup of coffee instead of a meal, even though in some cultures it is the responsibility of the host to show their hospitability without asking their guests. This is a sign of appreciating their positive face. Brown & Levinson (1987) claim that FTAs can also be ranked according to their size of imposition.
Linguistic politeness comes when one shows concern to support someone else's face. For instance, if I ask someone to give me a lift, my request would be perceived as an FTA towards that person's negative face because of the imposition and inconvenience caused by the request. So, instead of saying 'give me a lift!' it would be more polite to say 'Would you mind giving me a lift on your way? I live in your area.' On the surface of this polite utterance, I ask a question that gives my hearer the freedom to refuse instead of making a direct request as in the earlier example. By uttering an indirect polite request the speaker stands a better chance of being given a lift. In other words, by showing concern not to impose, I try to maintain social harmony with my colleague.
Another type of politeness strategies Brown & Levinson (1987) use are the off-record strategies where the speaker will be indirect by leaving some space for addressee interpretation. For example:
• Give hints (violating relevance maxim): "It's cold in here."
• Understate (violating quantity maxim): A: Do you like my haircut? B: "It's ok!"
• Be sarcastic or joking (violate quality maxim): "Yeah, he's a real rocket scientist!" Before proceeding with impoliteness below, it is important to touch upon Grice's cooperative principle and its importance in the study of conversation. Grice (1975) claims that in order for a person to understand what is said, a Cooperative Principle must be assumed between the interlocutors. He argues that there is a group of principles that lead us to reach a particular interpretation of what is being said, unless there is an indication to the contrary. Grice theorizes that in order for the cooperative principle to be operative, a speaker should try to make their conversational contribution as is required at the stage at which it occurs by the accepted purpose or direction. (Grice 1975, p. 45) The cooperative principle is based on the following four sub principles or maxims:
1. The maxim of quality which states that people say what they believe to be true.
2. The maxim of quantity which states that people be brief and informative when they make their conversational contribution.
3. The maxim of relation which states that people should only say what is relevant to the interaction.
4. The maxim of manner which states that people should be clear and try to avoid ambiguity or obscurity in their conversational contribution.
Example:
A: Hi, what would you like?
B: Four pints of skimmed milk, thanks.
In the above example, the interlocutors observed the cooperative principle maxims. They made their conversational contribution such as required at the appropriate stage of interaction which is supposedly a supermarket. They observed the purpose and the direction of the conversation. They were true, brief, relevant and unambiguous.
However, conversation is not always as ideal as this. On some occasions the interlocutor cannot be brief and true. This leads to 'flouting' the conversational maxims. Sometimes speakers flout the conversational maxims and intend their hearer to be aware of this. For example, in the situation below the person serving the customer suggests that the customer is flouting the maxim of quantity saying more than needed.
The knowledge about the extent to which interlocutors follow or flout these maxims is important, because it helps in the production and interpretation of spoken and written discourse and to know whether the social goals are being manipulated politely or impolitely between interlocutors.
Impoliteness
If politeness is about the use of linguistic strategies to maintain and promote harmonious relations between language users in society, impoliteness nevertheless, is sometimes used by the users of language as linguistic strategies to attack face or to strengthen the threat encoded in an FTA. Culpeper (2001) The above scale goes from being very polite to very impolite. The first utterance can be considered as very polite because of the use of 'hedging' expressed by "perhaps" which would normally reduce the severity of the criticism. Another thing that can be said regarding this utterance is that "It could have been improved" as an indirect way of expressing criticism. The speaker can be said to have flouted Grice's maxim of manner, and have implied criticism rather than having stated it directly. Brown and Levinson (1987) call such use of language as an off-record politeness strategy. Down the scale, the utterance "you must have shit for brains" is seen as an extreme positive impoliteness strategy performed to attack face and damage the social harmony. This interpretation might be arrived at due to the use of the taboo word 'shit' and the personalization of the criticism, expressed linguistically through the use of "you." As for how the utterances in between the very polite and impolite are interpreted, it would depend on the context they are said in. They might be perceived as impolite if it was said by a teacher as a criticism. All in all, the perception of an utterance as polite or impolite depends primarily on the hearer's understanding of what is said by the speaker, whether it is the speaker's intention to attack or support face.
Impoliteness in Drama
In an answer to the question 'why is impoliteness important for the study of drama? ' Culpeper (2005) views impoliteness as a type of social aggression that has been perceived as a source of entertainment for people watching and reading dramatic texts and performances. He claims that impoliteness is typically rare in language and is viewed as outlawed. Normally things that are rare and socially forbidden would be interesting and attractive. As evidence of this we can think of the compulsive desire of children to do what they have been told not to or adults making jokes about sex in their social interactions in conservative societies.
In drama therefore, Culpeper (Ibid) argues that impoliteness is not thrown randomly in dramatic discourse. Wherever there is tension between characters there is development in characterization and plot. In our interpretation of dramatic characterization, our assumptions about (im)polite behaviours would be relatively different from those we make in real life situations. The reasons for such an assumption are; Firstly, when dealing with dramatic characters, normally the readers and audience would assume a complete set of behaviours that would be typical for the construction of a character. Secondly, characters' linguistic behaviours in dramatic discourse are not seen as spontaneous but are normally viewed as motivated choices of the writer/author of the text. However, we can draw some conclusions from fictional texts; because in the construction of a fictitious universe of discourse, there would be many aspects that are based on real life.
As a result of this, we can make some initial judgments about real life from fictional discourse. In such cases we will be able to compare and contrast sets of behaviours or social constructions of images or identities in real life in past and present.
(Im)politeness and Characterization in Bab Al-Hara
Al-Mulla and broadcast on MBC. The five seasons were aired in the months of Ramadan from 2006-2010.
The series depicts real life in the old city of Damascus, where every Hara (neighbourhood) in the city has its own chosen representative (Mukhtar/Ageed). The society is patriarchal, and each village or area chooses a person to represent it before the government. Typically, such a person will hold high status among people because of his age, and wealth. Each Mukhtar will form a council consisting of the elderly, the educated and the powerful men in the neighbourhood to run the everyday business of the neighbourhood. Normally, members of the council vary in their social status, where the wealthy members would support the Mukhtar in giving charity to the poor and maintain the properties in the neighbourhood. Members were generally of the mercantile class, securing steady incomes off their small businesses such as barber shops, bakeries, groceries and other commercial activities.
The fifth season of Bab Al-Hara was aired in the month of Ramadan 2010 and continues the story of resistance against French occupation, which has been the theme since the beginning of the series. The season begins with the announcement that Abu Shehab, Ageed of the neighbourhood, has been killed, and a new Ageed must be appointed. The honour is given to Muataz, Abu Issam's youngest son and the nephew of Abu Shehab, as he is a righteous person who is highly respected in the neighbourhood. He is strong-willed, has good morals, and is highly patriotic. His female counterpart, unusual for the era, plays a significant role this season. Um Joseph is an older woman who has lost her family to the French, and is trying to avenge their deaths by killing off soldiers. In season four she is shot by the French during one of her attempts to kill them. She was taken to hospital and was supposed to go on trial for her crimes, but with the help of the youth of the neighbourhood, she managed to escape and took refuge in one of their houses. The French suspect that they were the ones to help Um Joseph escape, and as punishment issue a decree to destroy the neighbourhood's gate. This is a breach of their security and is seen as a challenge to them. In reaction to this decree, Muataz and a few other men tried to defend their people and shot one of the soldiers. They were forced to flee to al-Ghota, the countryside of Damascus, where rebels against the French occupation were based. Events aggravate further, and a decree is issued by the French-run Damascus Municipality to demolish some houses with the help of an implanted spy (Ma'moon Bek) who is an officer in the French Army. He pretends to be the son of a former Ageed who has not been seen for years. He earns most of the people's trust and reports back to the army the goings-on of the neighbourhood. His true identity is later revealed and is killed in the neighbourhood's main square.
Significance and Objective of the Study
The significance of this study can be seen in two ways: Firstly, the phenomenon of (im)politeness in language is important and is easily found in daily language, literature, and media discourse. Therefore, it is worthwhile to put in greater effort to study this phenomenon to get a deeper understanding of the nature of human communication.
Secondly, (im)politeness in the context of media discourse, especially in the Arab world, has not received much attention from linguists. Thus, it is hoped that this study will contribute to this field.
The main objective the study aims to achieve is to examine the linguistic behaviour of some characters in the fifth season of the TV series. There are characters endowed with authority in the show, such characters represent the power of the French occupation at that time. One of those characters is Abu Jawdat who is the chief police officer in the neighbourhood. It is the main goal of this study to examine his linguistic behaviour in relation to some minor characters (Abu Satoor and Subhi) and the major character (Muataz) when they are conversing together in instances of interrogation.
In the remainder of this paper, selected exchanges will be split in smaller conversational chunks that will be analyzed by critically reviewing them in light of the Brown and Levinson (1987) politeness model, Culpeper's framework of impoliteness (1996) and Grice's (1975) cooperative principles and its maxims; making use of the social variables of power, social distance and rank of impositions to assess the degree of the FTA. It is hoped that the analysis will help in explaining how these characters might place themselves in relation to one another, and how they manipulate one another in pursuit of their goals.
The selected situations below have been transliterated using a devised chart of Arabic transliteration system (see appendix below). The situations are transliterated in both Arabic and English symbols for the convenience of reading. In order to avoid the issue of inaccurate translation, the present researcher resorted to the literal translation of words that are relevant to encoding polite and impolite messages in the discussed utterances.
Discussion
In this section Abu Jawdat's (the chief police officer in the neighbourhood) interrogations with other major and minor characters in the show will be analyzed. Abu Jawdat is a minor character who represents the power of the official authorities who are responsible for enforcing the rule of law. Abu Jawdat is also a corrupt cop who takes
International Journal of English Linguistics Vol. 3, No. 6; bribes to release prisoners, or not question suspects. One character who bribed him is Al-Nimis who is also a minor character in the show. Al-Nimis lives in the neighbourhood as an assistant to Ma'moon Bek, and plays the role of an underhanded person who manages to buy properties in the neighbourhood for the benefit of Ma'moon Bek. He also creates conflict between people in the neighbourhood. Al-Nimis' character is similar to Abu Jawdat's character in the sense that he also accepts bribes and takes money illegally because he is basically jobless.
Situation 1
In the situation below Abu Jawdat orders Noori (his assistant officer) to arrest Al-Nimis on the grounds of being a suspect, along with Abu Satoor, in killing Abu Hlal. The conversations below show how Abu Jawdat's power entitles him to behave differently with Noori, Abu Satoor and Al-Nimis.
[Situation 1, Bab Al-Hara Season 5, Episode 7] The first section of the situation from turn 1-6 shows Al-Nimis' linguistic behaviour in the arrest scene. In turn 1 he uses an off record strategy where he violates the quality maxim by being sarcastic and comparing the police to merchants who seek customers to guarantee their work runs smoothly, and ironically asks Noori 'where are you taking me?' In turn 3 he also uses another off record strategy violating the quality maxim, uttering a contradictory statement in his reply to Noori, where he told him 'I thought you might be taking me to your house as a guest!' This is done to achieve comic effect which is typical of Al-Nimis as he often resorts to banter impoliteness. In turn 5 Al-Nimis is denied the request of going to the police station on his own to keep his reputation. He attacks the positive face of the officers who are taking him in by ordering them to take him running to the police station. This behaviour with Noori is contrasted with the second section of the scene which begins when Al-Nimis is forced into the prison cell, where he meets with Abu Satoor. At this stage we can see a shift in his linguistic behaviour because of Abu Satoor's vengeful reaction. ?ahleen bilghalii hala wallah hayallah ?ei wallah la9yuunak hal ra?abeh sdaadeh ya Abu satoor.
Turn 8. Abu Satoor:(with vengeance)
?ei wallah la?khla9 ra?batak ya watii…?inzil kharbit beitii lak watii ?allah ykhrib beitik zay maa kharabit bitii Turn 9. Al-Nimis: ( shouting for help) ilha?nii ya nuri
(Abu Jawdat rushes into the cell, seeing the fight he aims his gun at Abu Satoor and starts yelling)
Turn 10. Abu Jawdat: lak lak lak! walaak yikhrib beitak ya haywaan! ?uum wlaa! yikhrib beitak toor w haayij ?in?ili9 haywaan.
Turn 11. Al-Nimis: (hiding behind)Abu Jawdat)Kan rah ykhalis 9alay
In turn 7, Al-Nimis uses an off record politeness strategy violating the quality and quantity maxims, trying to insinuate that Abu Satoor must be sympathetic with him. The situation gets very tense and develops into physical retaliation on Abu Satoor's part. He uses impoliteness baldly on record where he utters the insult-"ya watii" in turn 8which literally means a low person. Abu Jawdat tries to end the fight using his authority as chief of police. He uses a bald on-record impoliteness strategy where he uses his rank of imposition and social power and orders them to stop fighting. He refers to Abu Satoor with the taboo word "haywaan"; which literally means animal, and the expression "toor w hayij" (raving ox). He also used a negative impoliteness strategy at the end of turn 10 where he gives an order to Abu Satoor "?in?ili9" (get lost) and repeats the taboo words used earlier. This is all done to assert his power as a police officer over him. ?ikhras wla (hitting him) ?imshii ?in?ili9 ?idaamii! itharak! In turn 12 Abu Jawdat makes a direct order to Noori to lash Abu Satoor in order to put him in his place and make him understand that there is no one above the law. This is seen as a negative impoliteness strategy. He uses a condescending term (dalali) (bully) which literally means (a person who is gone astray) to attack his positive face, and again asserts his power over him. Abu Satoor in turn 13 is still defiant and goes baldly on record making a direct face threatening act towards both hearers' negative face when he tried to frighten them by a direct statement which literally means "the person who wants to put me to beat me has not been born yet". Something that is strikingly obvious is that because Abu Jawdat holds higher power and is more in control of the conversational floor, he uses a negative impoliteness strategy, scorning Abu Satoor and is condescending to him, ordering him to shut up in turn 14 using the word "?ikhras" and ridicules him when he says "tidrab bihalraas" which is equivalent to "stupid prick"-a positive impoliteness strategy intended to destroy the hearer's face. In the third section of this scene Abu Jawdat assumes almost the same kind of linguistic behaviour with Al-Nimis. In turn 14 he orders Al-Nimis to go to his office but in an impolite way where the order is made baldly on record using the taboo word "?in?ili9 ?idamii" which literally means (get lost and start walking in front of me). In turn 15 Al-Nimis politely acknowledges the order and recognizes the positive face of Abu Jawdat by using his title "sidii"-"sir." This is an acknowledgement of his inferior position and an assertion of Abu Jawdat's power over him. In turn 18 Al-Nimis politely blames Abu Jawdat for putting him together with Abu Satoor by recognizing his positive face and using his title "sir". In turn 21 Abu Jawdat speaks angrily and makes a direct order using profane language "sidbuzak," (shut your mouth) and threatens to return him to Abu Satoor's cell if he does not tell the truth.
The above analysis shows that speakers with more power hold more control over the conversational floor and more right to attack other people's face. Even though Abu Jawdat is seen in the previous scene as a powerful character because of his authority as a police officer, there are other characters in the show who can defy him and cause him to change his interactive role-one of whom is Muataz.
Situation 2
In the next situation we will look at Abu Jawdat's behaviour with Subhi and Muataz in relation to his authority as the police officer in chief of the neighbourhood. Subhi is one of the good young men in the neighbourhood and a minor character in the show. He is arrested by Abu Jawdat on the grounds of being a relative of the suspect Abu Draa9 who killed Abu Shehab, the previous Ageed of the neighbourhood who disappeared after a battle with the French. Even though Subhi is the son of "El Edaashari" a character in the third season who was known as a swindler in the neighbourhood who repented before his death in the same season, Subhi is the opposite of his father. He is renowned for being an honest and hardworking young man, and is even seen as one of the revolutionaries in Al Ghotah along with Muataz.
In the situation below Muataz is told by his uncle Abu Gassem that Subhi has been arrested by Abu Jawdat's men and he has nothing to do with the murder. Being the Ageed, Muataz goes to ask Abu Jawdat to release Subhi. The manifestation of this request will be seen below. The situation has two sections. The first begins with Abu Jawdat interrogating Subhi. He asks him a rhetorical question directly on record, which is to be perceived as a face threatening act in turn 1. The content of the question is related to revealing the place where his brother in law, Abu Draa9, the suspect in the killing of Abu Shehab is hiding. Subhi acknowledges the authority of Abu Jawdat in turn 2 by responding to him with another rhetorical question "bshuu bidak yaanii ?a9tirif ?" which literally means (what do you want me to confess?). However, Subhi in turn 4 denies knowledge of where his in-law is hiding by responding with an exclamatory sentence which means (how I would know where my in law is!). In turn 5 Abu Jawdat uses a positive impoliteness strategy where he speaks condescendingly, enforcing his power over the conversational floor. In turn 6 Subhi uses the form of address "ya ?akhii" in order to claim reciprocity with Abu Jawdat; to deny any knowledge about his in-law. Abu Jawdat, being sceptical, performs a negative impoliteness strategy in turn 7, frightening Subhi by threatening him if he does not tell where Abu Draa9 is, detrimental action will be taken against him. He also speaks condescendingly of him and scorns his father in turn 9 which is a positive impoliteness strategy. He says, (la? Kiluh ?ilaa tihlif bil?khas ?inta ! ?ilak ?ab ?allah yirhamuh.) which literally means (No! Don't put yourself under oath! Especially you! You had a father. May Allah have mercy over his soul! He is known for it). At the end of the turn Abu Jawdat orders Noori to return Subhi to his cell and beat him. The level of discourse changes in the situation with the entrance of Muataz. In turn 15, he shows superiority of power over Abu Jawdat. He speaks badly on-record to Noori, ordering him to let Subhi go free, then addresses Abu Jawdat challengingly which is a positive impoliteness strategy of snubbing the hearer and failing to acknowledge his power. A shift in the conversational roles is seen due to the fact that Muataz holds more social power because he speaks as a rebellious Ageed, and the police officer answers questions in an act of interrogation. Muataz snubs him by calling him informally with his nick name (Abu Jawdat), fails to acknowledge his official status, and asks him why he is holding Subhi (Abu 9naad). In turn 16 Abu Jawdat answers the question directly, obeying the cooperative principle maxim which is an implicit acknowledgement of Muataz's superior power and evidence that he holds control of the conversational floor. Muataz confirms what Subhi said earlier to Abu Jawdat that he has nothing to do with the murder and no knowledge of Abu Draa9's place. This is seen as a further snubbing of the officer's authority which is a positive impoliteness strategy from Muataz's end. Abu Jawdat tries to defy Muataz using his authority as an officer of the law, yet he addresses Muataz with a formal title "sayid" which means sir. This is again a recognition of Muataz's power over him. The delay in releasing Subhi forces Muataz to perform a negative impoliteness strategy accompanied with a non-verbal behaviour to increase the level of the threat. In turn 19 Muataz threatens Abu Jawdat with a gun to his chest. He wants Subhi to be released immediately. The response that Abu Jawdat gives in turn 20 is evidence of his submission to Muataz's power. He performs an off record politeness strategy where he violates the maxim of quantity, saying more than needed and flouts the maxim of quality, telling him, "kina 9am nimzah ma9aak" which literally means (we were kidding with you). His use of the polite term of address when speaking about Subhi using "il?istaaz" (mister) is also a further evidence of his recognition of Muataz's power over him.
Conclusion
The change in the interactive role of the behaviour of Abu Jawdat in the above two situations has been explained in light of (Im)politeness theories. It has been revealed that the social variable, power, is important in projecting the social image of characters in the show. This is shown in the superiority of Abu Jawdat's linguistic behaviour with Al-Nimis and Abu Satoor. He was in control of the conversational floor-because of his social power that comes from his authority as a police officer-as opposed to his inferiority in front of the rebellious Muataz-the Ageed of the neighbourhood and the rebel against the French-who has more chances of attacking and damaging Abu Jawdat's face. This in turn shows us how social images are reflected in society.
The impolite linguistic behaviour of Abu Jawdat towards Abu Satoor and Al-Nimis on the one hand and the impolite linguistic behaviour of Muataz towards Abu Jawdat-to suit his character as a rebel-on the other hand www.ccsenet.org/ijel International Journal of English Linguistics Vol. 3, No. 6; reinforces Culpeper's claim that impoliteness is not thrown randomly into the text. On the contrary, it is systematically built to complicate the events in the story and create suspense. It also shows how characters place themselves in relation to one another. Abu Jawdat places himself as a police officer in relation to Abu Satoor and Al-Nimis, thus his impoliteness towards them is understandable. The image that is opposite to this is presented with Muataz who is the chosen Ageed and a rebel of Al-Ghouta, which means he is a freedom fighter against the French and their regime which is represented by Abu Jawdat. Thus Muataz's impoliteness towards Abu Jawdat is justified and is perceived positively by the audience.
In addition, our judgements as the audience about these characters are very much governed by the set of linguistic behaviour connected with each character. For example, Abu Jawdat is seen as a corrupt cop who abuses his power to gain money from lesser characters in the show. He uses impoliteness-that is perceived negatively by the audience-towards minor characters, while Muataz's impolite linguistic behaviour with Abu Jawdat is seen as payback against Abu Jawdat's negative social image. We tend to sympathize with Muataz as he uses impolite speech acts to rebel against an oppressor.
Finally, the presented analysis above is by no means exhaustive and final. It merely presents a small attempt by the researcher to account for Arabic media discourse in the field of Arabic drama using pragmalinguistic tools to show that such tools can provide different perspectives of looking at Arabic media discourse. More research needs to be conducted in this field to validate the conclusion of this paper. 
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